Gain control of your slush quality and supply

SurgiSLUSH

Programmable Auto-Freezers with Protected Containers

Freedom from Noise & Disturbance.
No Breaking Bricks - Always Smooth Slush.
Discover automated slush quality.
Savor a quiet, professional process.

Elevate Quality & Process.
Slash Costs.

Automated
4-Liter
Freezer

Automated
2-Liter
Freezer

AutoSoftTM Slush Container
ChillVaultTM Protective Container
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Programmable Auto-Freezers with Protected Containers

CLINICAL REVIEWS & COMMENTS:
“The SurgiSLUSHTM machine has created a great consistent slush that our surgeons love.
It’s easy to use and the maintenance mode helps our team prepare earlier in the day for cases.“
Recovery Specialist, OPO

“Nice job on the design. You guys are amazing.” Transplant Nurse Manager - Academic Medical Center
“Our experience has been very favorable.” CMO, OPO Executive VP, Leading Transplant Surgeon
“We have one...a fantastic device.” OPO CEO
AutoSoftTM Reusable Slush
Container inside ChillVaultTM
Protective Container with
Locking, Tamper-Evident Cap.

“I love it.” Recovery Manager - OPO
“The slush was perfect!!!!! ...” BSN RN CNOR Unit Based Educator CVOR
“This is the best slush I’ve ever used.” Chair, Dept of Cardiothoracic Surgery, Academic Medical Center
“Should slush in a sterile self-contained package be standard of care? I believe it should.
Great patient-safety centered innovation!” Medical Director and Practicing Urologist
“After 30 years somebody finally figured out surgical slush.” Cardiac Surgeon, Regional Medical Center

Elevate Quality - Slash Costs

ChillVaultTM tamper-evident
containers confirm sterile barrier
integrity before use.

Specifications:
• Specified C Change Surgical
Containers only
• Power: 120 Volt A/C, 60 Hz, 15 Amps
• Main AC Power Fuse: 250VAC
15 amp time delay fuse (Class J)
• DC Power Fuse: 250VAC 5 amp
fast-acting fuse (5 X 20 mm)
• Uses (approximately) 2,000 BTUs
Per Hour

YOU CONTROL SUPPLY - SMOOTH SLUSH IS AUTOMATIC
SurgiSLUSH™ freezers automatically produce & maintain smooth slush in sealed,
protected containers. Gain a quiet, professional process without the noise & disturbance
of smashing bricks. Automate slush quality and control supply. Erase broken, wasted
bricks and significantly reduce cost. Innovative containers confirm sterile barrier
integrity for every liter used and deliver always-smooth slush. Let automation elevate
your slush practice.
FAR LOWER SLUSH SPEND - Cost-effective, far lower annual spend. Our OPO
customers are saving hundreds of thousands of dollars per year compared to what
they were spending on saline bags.
DRAMATICALLY IMPROVE SLUSH QUALITY - Reusable, hydrophobic containers
use applied materials science to dependably produce smooth slush.
CONFIRM STERILITY FOR EVERY LITER - Tamper-evident, hard-shell
container system seals and confirms sterile barrier integrity before every use.
REDUCE WASTE - Eliminate broken, wasted bricks. No plastic shards.
Always smooth and sterile.
CONTROL SUPPLY - Produce your own slush according to your needs.
Eliminate back-orders & price increases.
EFFICIENT - Closed containers & freezers make slush fast. Pre-load containers.
Delay-Start automatically produces fresh, ready-to-use slush when needed.

Ordering Information:
orders@cchangesurgical.com

QUIET PROCESS - SurgiSLUSH™ containers make NO noise. Nice.

www.cchangesurgical.com

SurgiSLUSHTM Automates Advantages

Clinician-Guided, Patient-Focused Design
Automate expert slush and simplify your sterile field.
Stop fussing with slush during complex cases. Efficient, modern slush is ready
ahead of time, allows staff to work on priorities and facilitates quiet sterile
field focus. Outside of the sterile field, one-touch freezers automatically
produce & maintain atraumatic slush in sealed, 24-hour containers. Gain
quiet efficiency, open up sterile space and eliminate a cord across the floor.
Advance your infection prevention efforts automatically.
A closed system automatically maintains and protects your slush until use. It
ends prolonged, ambient exposures. And it stops troublesome sterile barrier
failures. SurgiSLUSH™️ users visually confirm sterile barrier integrity before
every use with a sealed container system designed for today’s higher standards.
Supply more slush with less equipment.
Just slush, store and make more. Auto-produce slush at the time you
choose for max efficiency. Automated improvements deliver easy wins.
One-Touch. Protected.

Auto-Soft.

SurgiSLUSH
SLUSH

Hands-Free.
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Exceeding Today’s Standards.
Automatically.
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ChillVault Protective Container
AutoSoft Reusable Container
TM
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2-Liter and 4-Liter
SurgiSLUSH Programmable Auto-Freezer
TM

Best-Practice Sterile Security
Locks In Sterility. Automatically.

ChillVault Protective Containers
TM

Locks & Protects Because You Need to Know

ChillVault tamper-evident cap seals AutoSoft reusable slush container inside.
Confirm sterile barrier integrity BEFORE use ... for every patient, for every liter.
Automatically.
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